Wikipedia for Grey Resources: Instruction and Training Skills

This onsite forum and training is sponsored by the Federal Library and Information Network (FEDLINK) of the Library of Congress (United States) and is organized by GreyNet International together with the African Studies Centre Leiden (Netherlands).

The program and training is geared to librarians, archivists, researchers, and other information professionals in government, academics, and business involved in raising public awareness to their information resources. Presentations in the morning session are held in a plenary setting, while the afternoon training session is conducted with the aid of computers.

About the Program, Instructors & Trainees-in-spec

Session 1
Wikipedia : Successful Against All Odds
Jos Damen
African Studies Centre, ASC Leiden (Netherlands)

Session 2
GreyGuide : A Repository and Portal for Grey Resources
Dominic Farace, GreyNet International (Netherlands)

Session 3
Wiki’s in Progress : Case Studies from Start to Never Finished
Jos Damen and Dominic Farace

www.greynet.org/greyforumseries.html